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That is to say, the fidelity of an image is required for the
image to be digital evidence or a certified product. This
requirement made us work in image authentications and it is
possible attacks.

Abstract
In this paper we are defining an unaltered histogram attack to
identify the problem on image authentication hash function
for image content authentication. The histogram based hash
function reported in literature [18, 20, 21, 22] are robust
against Content Preserving Manipulations (CPM) as well as
incidental distortion such as a lossy compression and a noisy
transmission. The major drawback of literature techniques is
that, they are not sensitive to small Block-wise Content
Manipulation (BCM) without affecting histogram. Here, we
proposed an unaltered histogram attack that cannot be
identified by image authentication hash function that is
proposed by Choi YS [3] and Vadlamudi LN [22].
The main objective of our paper is to prove the problem in
histogram based authentication techniques [3, 22] among the
many challenges in an image authentication. To prove the
problem, we are performing BCM without modifying
histogram of that image. Here, BCM is defined as block wise
transpose operation. In this technique we can find the change
using Human Visual System (HVS) in stego image, but not in
the histogram and as well as an image hash. Here, HVS model
is used by multimedia processing experts to deal
psychological and biological process to measure image
perceptual quality.

PRELIMINARIES
Following are the Preliminaries of an image authentication
technique:
•
Image: An image is a rectangular grid of pixels. It
has a definite height and a definite width counted in
pixels. Each pixel is a square and has a fixed size on
display.
•
Histogram: It is a graphical representation of
frequency distribution of numerical data (pixels).
•
Authentication: It is a verification of the legality of
a document or signature, to make it valid.
•
Hash Function (HF): A function it maps data of any
size into data of fixed size.
Organization of the paper as follows, section 2, briefly
elaborates the literature and existing system. In section 3,
detail discussion on problem statement. In section 4,
implementation and result analysis of unaltered histogram
attack and section 5, conclusion and future work.
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LITERATURE SURVEY
With inconceivable growth in digital communication systems,
providing integrity to the digital data is a challenging task.
Here, digital data includes text, images, audio, video, etc..,
will be distributed through the insecure medium (Internet) that
gives vulnerability to the data. In insecure medium, there is a
chance for an attacker to modify or tamper the data during
transmission. To provide integrity to data and for secure
transmission, various methods exist. They are broadly
categorized into two types 1) Watermark and 2) Hash
Function based methods. The first category watermark
methods [4, 8, 14] embed secure information into a digital
data. Later, the embedded information is extracted to verify
the integrity of data. The second category hash function based
methods [12, 17] generate a digital hash from the data using
existing conventional crypto hash algorithms. The obtained
hash is used to check data integrity and prevent malicious
attacks.

INTRODUCTION
Now-a-day’s digital communication has particularly grown
and practice of digital data such as images, audios and videos.
Its usage has been improved in these days, so it has become
confront to provide security to the digital data. There are
numerous techniques which provide security to these digital
data, but there are few problems that have been acknowledged
and the solution in order to solve the problem is briefly
specified in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
MOTIVATION
The image fidelity is particularly important in sensitive
applications like health care and finance, where it is
significant and often a necessity for receiver, to make sure that
the image is authentic without any malicious tampering. Some
of the applications of image authentication also include court
evidence, insurance claims, journalistic photo graphs, and so
on. For instance, in applications of the courtroom evidence,
when an image is provided as evidence, it is desirable that this
image has not been tampered. In electronic commerce, when
we purchase multimedia data from the Internet, we need to
know whether it comes from the alleged producer and must be
assured that no one has tampered with the content.

EXISTING SYSTEM
The existing system does uses the above procedures, but the
problem with crypto hash methods is that, they are very
sensitive to change of data, i.e.., even there is a change in one
bit of input data, drastic changes occur in the output of the
crypto hash algorithm. Digital data is very large in size and
requires additional computational cost to generate a hash from
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the data [3, 18, 20, 21, 22]. Moreover, it is also a timeconsuming process. An alternative way for providing integrity
to digital data is Content-Based Authentication (CBA) [5] and
Content-Based Image Authentication (CBIA) [6] are
approaches that extract image characteristics or content of
human perception and uses them in authentication to identify
images as fabricated or a copy of the original version. The
extracted characteristics like edges, textures, content
information, etc.., are processed with a secret key for
generating a secure hash [7]. The hash is transmitted to the
receiver either by appending or embedding it to an original
image or by a secure communication channel. The receiver
uses the same hash generation procedure to generate hash
from the received image [15, 16]. The two hashes (receiver
generated and sender generated) are compared (using
verification process) to check the integrity and authenticity of
images. The principal goal of CBIA method is to extract
robust features, which are sensitive to Content Changing
Manipulations (CCM) and insensitive to incidental distortion
as well as allowable Content Preserving Manipulations (CPM)
[19]. The generated hash from robust features must fulfill the
performance requirements of a hash method including
Robustness, Fragility, Key dependent and Unbreakable [9, 10,
11, 13].

The existing system uses the hash function that is generated
by using histogram. The problem with histogram has two
different images with same histograms can have the same has
hash value.

b)

c)

d)

Figure 2: a) Original image b) Modified image c) Histogram
of original image and d) Histogram of modified image

PROBLEM STATEMENT
The main objective of this work is to define a novel attack on
hash function for an image content authentication using
unaltered histogram attack. In this, we are taking LN
Vadlamudi [22] presented a hash function to launch unaltered
histogram attack.
In which [22] “divide an image into non-overlap blocks and
dispenses histogram bins of the image block into containers
based on the unfinished Sum of pixel count of histogram bins.
It generates Intermediate Image Hash (IIH) and followed by
Binary Hash (BH), then they are compared and generate the
final image hash”.
Lets us take an example of 96x96 image ‘A’ as shown in
figure 1 (a). Perform a transpose operation on ‘A(33:64,
65:96)’, then it becomes as shown in figure 1 (b). Here, if we
generate hash for 32x32 block or greater block-sizes, hash
value will be same, but image content will be different. This
problem we are defining is an unaltered histogram attack.

a)

a)

In above figure 2 (a) original image, after transforming of topleft, top-right, bottom-left and bottom-right corners of 32x32
block we will obtain modified image figure 2 (b). It is
observed that both modified and original images have the
same histograms and even after four 32x32 block-wise
transform of original images.
LN Vadlamudi [22], Choi YS [3] and et al.., are proposed
authentication hash functions that are based on block-wise
histograms bins. In any two blocks, if the pixel values are the
same then the histograms are also same. In an unaltered
histogram attack we only transform pixels positions not the
pixels values, so it is guaranteed that unaltered histogram
attack can’t be identified with small block-wise transforms.

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS
The general design of any authentication hash functions as
shown in figure 3. Here, input image I is preprocessed
(convert the input image into algorithm accepted form), then
generate block-wise histogram bins (IIH) followed by image
hash.

b)

Figure 1: a) Original Image Histogram b) Modified Image
and Histogram

Figure 3: Block diagram image hash generation
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Algorithm Histogram_Equalization_Attack( I )
{
1. Read I
2. Generate Histogram to I images
3. Calculate Modified image i.e.., by applying transpose
to any of L x L matrix in input image

VERIFICATION OF HISTOGRAM HASH
The general verification of histogram is done as shown in
figure 4. In verifier part, if any disputes arise on image content
authentication, then take that image, generate image hash to
that image and compare with previous generated image hash.
Whereas previous generated image hash and verifier
generated image hash should use same algorithm. Previous
generated image hash may use quantum key distribution
algorithm for image hash to send to the verifier in secure
manner [23]. Otherwise, image hash value can be hiding
within the image content in none-zero DWT plus adaptive
quantization intervals [24, 25].

L  (4,8,16,...,128)

4.
5.

6.

}

Generate Histogram to S
Then, the hash for original and modified image is
generated.
hash1=Hash (Original_image);
hash2=Hash (Modified_image);
/*Then the hash generated using the hash function is
compared using Exclusive-OR operation */
if (hash1!=hash2)
Print (‘Image is modified’);
else
Print (‘Image is not modified’);
Endif

EXAMPLE
Let us consider an 4x4 image block (A) and its transpose (AT)
as shown in table 1 & 2 and apply the algorithm, then show
the histogram of image block A and transposed image block
(AT).

Figure 4: Verification process

STEP BY STEP ACTIVITY FLOW OF ATTACK
The basic activity flow of an unaltered histogram attack as
shown in fig. 5, it has following basic steps; First identify the
portion of content in targeted image, second, transform the
pixels according to the need in the identified portion without
changing pixel values, third generate image hash and fourth
verify image hash of modified image and original image. If
original image and modified image hashes are equal then
unaltered histogram attack is successful, otherwise
unsuccessful.

Table 1: An 4 x 4 image block
A=

161
161
159
159

160
161
160
160

161
161
159
159

160
161
160
160

10
5

1
20
39
58
77
96
115
134
153
172
191
210
229
248

0

Figure 6: Histogram of the variable ‘A’
And here B=AT for the below pixel values histogram is as
follows:
Table 2: An 4 x 4 transformed image block

Figure 5: Flow chart of unaltered histogram attack
B=
ALGORITHM OF UNALTERED HISTOGRAM ATTACK

Input: Original_image I , stego_image
Output: Hash for both images is same

S
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Figure 7: Histogram of the variable ‘B’

From the figure 6 & 7, it is clear that transform operation not
generating any modification in block of histogram. If the same
transformation operation is applied for different block sizes,
then there might be possibility of same hash value in original
image and modified image. It violates the image
authentication property of content integrity.
RESULTS
This attack is experimented with the following methods [3,
21, 22] and with two evaluation parameters such as
1)
block-size and
2)
True Positive Rate (TPR).
Table 3 gives percentage of TPR with in specified block-size
and methods. Figure 8 show the results obtained by applying
unaltered histogram attack.
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Figure 8: Result analysis
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[9].

Table 3: Image authentication TPR
Method
LN Vadlamudi [22]
Choi YS [3]
Xiang S [21]

4
0
0
0

Block-sizes
8 32 64 128 256
0 0
0 100 100
0 0 100 100 100
0 100 100 100 100

[10].

512
100
100
100

[11].

[12].

CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced an unaltered histogram attack on
image authentication. Previously many techniques had
proposed, but there are vulnerable at some point. According to
this paper, the problem is specified in terms of ‘Block Based
Unaltered Histogram’ i.e., even after image has modified
within block, the histogram for the original and the modified
images are same for the specified block-size. It clearly states
that if we change pixel positions without changing the pixel
values, then some of the image authentication techniques will
not recognizes.
With the invention of unaltered histogram attack present
image authentication techniques are vulnerable to small block
transforms.

[13].

[14].

[15].

[16].

[17].

FUTURE WORK
To prevent block based content modification a robust image
authentication technique is need to be developed. It generates
authentication hash with the position information and content
preserving information.

[19].
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